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By Stephanie Turner, CTC
President & CEO, Brentwood Travel

2020 has arrived. It seems during this unique numbered year, we have seen all
kinds of havoc pertaining to the world, travel, and just life in general. When we’re
in the midst of chaos it is sometimes hard to see the future – but there is a future
and it will again be bright. So, we are asking each of you to Dare to Dream about
Travel with us.
Numerous clients have called us ready to go as soon as the government gives
the all clear, but we know others are more hesitant. Many of you will return to
those cruises, all-inclusive resorts and wonderful land tours to unique and exotic
destinations, with many of the companies featured in this issue. If going back to
certain destinations or modes of travel makes you uneasy – we ask you to think
out of the box.
There are many wonderful venues where you, your family and friends can feel
safe. Think about the many condo communities that cater to tourists in small
personalized settings. Maybe you would like to rent a beautiful resort home
overlooking the water or high in the mountains. Or perhaps chartering a small
boat away from the crowds might be your thing. Whatever type of travel excites
you, we want to encourage you to keep dreaming about travel with Brentwood
Travel at your side.
You are receiving this
magazine because we know
you love to travel, and we
want you to continue doing
what you love. Talk to our
wonderful Travel Consultants
so we can help you plan
something that makes you
feel comfortable and excited.
Brentwood Travel only works
with the top companies in the
travel industry to make sure
your vacation is protected by
the best of the best. So, come
join us by turning the page
and let’s start dreaming of
Stephanie is currently dreaming about traveling to Japan,
Antarctica, Paris and Israel.
travel together!
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Tulip Time in Holland

Enjoy the view from your Panorama Suite

Comfortable luxury and excellence—this is AVALON WATERWAYS’ commitment
to you. Cruise along the romantic Rhine River or the dreamy Danube River aboard
Avalon View, the newest addition to the Avalon Suite Ship fleet. Cross off bucket
list experiences such as visiting Holland during tulip season or shopping in
Germany at the Christmas Markets. Or explore Europe with those who share your
same passions on an Avalon Special Interest sailing. With a wide variety of
itineraries and experiences, there is truly something for everyone with Avalon.
Passengers have the ultimate viewing experience right from their award-winning
Panorama Suite aboard Avalon View, featuring wall-to-wall and floor-to-ceiling
Panoramic Windows that transform your living space into a unique Open-Air
Balcony. Enjoy the stunning views of Europe’s most famous rivers from your windowfacing bed or from a relaxing lounge chair on the expansive SkyDeck.
Choose to enjoy the delectable on-board cuisine at the casual Panorama Bistro, al
fresco Sky Grill, or elegant glass-walled Dining Room. Mix and mingle with your fellow
passengers during your sailing’s welcome and farewell cocktails with sparkling wine
& canapés. Dine on your own schedule with daily early-riser and late-riser breakfast
and FlexDining, flexible dining times with menu and venue options.

Incredible dining awaits you on board
Avalon View*

One of the best ways to experience this brand-new ship is with Avalon Waterways’
2021 themed sailings, bringing people with similar hobbies or interests together for
a one-of-a-kind experience along the rivers of Europe. There is a sailing for just
about anyone. For those who want to “do” and not just “see”, choose an Active &
Discovery river cruise to hike, bike and explore your way through each destination.
Sharpen your photo skills with a Photography cruise and capture the beauty of the
architecture and nature that lies within every port.
Do you like to enjoy a fine wine or hearty brew? Stroll through Europe’s finest
vineyards on a Wine Appreciation cruise or tour a historic brewery to taste regional
flavors on a Beer cruise. Join fellow foodies and indulge in French cuisine in
Burgundy and Provence, a food-lover’s paradise.
Embrace your heritage and travel through remarkable Jewish history on a Danube
River cruise. Learn from renowned experts on board, providing fascinating lectures
and background history about the significant places and events in Jewish heritage.
Some of this sailing’s highlights include visiting the world’s second-largest
synagogue in Budapest and Czechoslovakia’s largest concentration camps in
Terezín and visit a poignant memorial to hear moving historical accounts.

Your perfect river cruising experience is waiting for you! Contact Brentwood
Travel to book your AVALON WATERWAYS river cruise today!

*Images shown are of Avalon View’s sister ship Avalon Envision due to the COVID-19 outbreak.
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Paris, France

Discover the charming wonders of France with a VIKING RIVER CRUISES sailing
to Paris & the Heart of Normandy. From the must-sees to the hidden gems, you
will experience the best of this country on your 8-day adventure. See more of
France with an included excursion in every port with knowledgeable local guides.
Take in the beauty and history that surrounds you as
you arrive in Paris, France. Explore the city on your
own or join your fellow cruisers for a “welcome walk”
to stretch your legs and get oriented. Board your
Viking Longship for an overnight in Paris and wake up
to enjoy another full day in the City of Lights. Cascade
down the Seine River into La Roche Guyon and spend
your morning in this quaint town. Travel to the town of
Giverny and spend your afternoon exploring where
Claude Monet resided from 1833 until his death in
1926. You can experience the inspiration for many of
his masterpieces, such as the Japanese bridge,
water lilies, wisterias, and azaleas.

Senior Trav
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r Cruises

Monet’s Japanese Bridge in Giverny

giving you more time to experience the food, culture, and history of Rouen. After
breakfast, begin your full-day tour to the historic beaches of Normandy. With two
choices for your included excursion, you can pick whichever experience piques
your interests. Choose a tour that highlights the Allied troops of World War II with
stops at the small Arromanches Debarkment D-Day Museum, the Normandy
American Cemetery and Memorial in Colleville-sur-Mer, and Omaha Beach. Or
choose to witness memorials to two legendary Norman conquests that had farreaching consequences for the British Commonwealth. This tour includes stops at
Juno Beach, the Pegasus Museum, and more.
The journey continues as you cruise to Les Andelys, France, most famously known
for Château Gaillard. Walk through and explore this historic castle’s beautiful, lush
grounds. Then you will find yourself returning to Paris to see more of this iconic
French city. Choose you included excursion and either visit Napoleon Bonaparte’s
Château de Malmaison, where he spent his final days in France or take a guided
walking tour of Mantes-la-Jolie and the affluent Parisian neighborhood of SaintGermain-en-Laye. Docked overnight in Paris, this gives you plenty of time for an
additional, optional tour of the Palace of Versailles or a “Paris by Night” tour to
experience the city at night.

Contact Brentwood Travel to explore Paris & the Heart of Normandy like
never before with VIKING RIVER CRUISES!

Your next stop is in the picturesque city of Rouen, France. Explore the medieval
architecture throughout the city with a walking tour. Your ship will be docked overnight,
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Diamond Head State Monument - Oahu

Drive the Road to Hana in Maui

MAUI

Kauai

Visit the breathtaking Hawaiian Islands in a way that’s completely customized to
you. Whether you want to relax at a luxury resort, rent a car and drive along the
island’s coast, say “I do!” surrounded by swaying palm trees, or even plan a preor post-stay around your Hawaiian island cruise, CLASSIC VACATIONS has got
you covered. With destination options on all four islands, it’s up to you where you
decide to go!
BIG ISLAND

The island of Hawaii is the youngest and largest island in the Hawaiian chain. It is
nearly twice as big as all the other Hawaiian Islands combined (hence it’s nickname,
“Big Island”). You can travel through all but four of the world’s different climate zones,
ranging from Wet Tropical to Polar Tundra, a result of the elevations of the massive
volcanoes Maunakea and Maunaloa.

Maui, or “The Valley Isle”, is beloved for its world-famous beaches, the sacred Iao
Valley, views of migrating humpback whales in the winter, farm-to-table cuisine
and the incredible sunrise and sunset from Haleakala. Voted “Best Island in the
U.S.” by Conde Nast Traveler for more than 20 years, there is a reason this island
must be on your list. Put the top down in your car and drive the Road to Hana,
stop by the Haleakala Crater or sit down for a tasting at Maui Brewing Company.

OAHU

Often called “The Gathering Place”, Oahu is home to the majority of Hawaii’s
population that’s made up of bustling city life to laid-back surf towns. On this
island is where you can explore the famous Pearl Harbor National Museum, climb
Diamond Head State Monument and observe rare plants at Waimea Valley.

To start customizing your CLASSIC VACATIONS Hawaiian adventure today,
contact Brentwood Travel to get started. You’ll be saying “Aloha!” in no time!

KAUAI

Known as the “Garden Island”, it’s the oldest and northernmost island in
the Hawaiian chain draped in emerald valleys, mountains, cliffs and waterfalls.
Some parts of Kauai are only accessible by air or sea, revealing dramatic beauty.
Kayak the Wailua River, snorkel on Poipu Beach, hike the trails of Kokee State Park, or
go zip lining above Kauai’s valleys.
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Dine at eight included restaurants throughout the
resort

Plan your destination wedding at Now Sapphire
Riviera Cancun!

Every night you can enjoy entertainment that is perfect for any age! Adults can
have some much-deserved alone time, day or night, with the Explorer’s Club—
where kids can enjoy supervised fun and now includes a new splash park!

Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun

Guests of all ages will find UnlimitedLuxury® at APPLE VACATIONS' newly renovated
Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun—where everything is included. From spacious rooms
and suites to entertainment for guests of all ages, this resort is redefining the allinclusive experience.
Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun is the perfect fit for
everyone—from families with teens and tweens, to couples
and friends. Find 488 spacious suites, offering dailyrefreshed mini-bars and luxury amenities. Feel
pampered in your spacious bathroom stocked with
Gilchrist & Soames bath amenities and plush bathrobes
and slippers. Sip on your morning coffee while taking in
the beautiful views from a private terrace or balcony.
Supervisor
Hoehne with of Leisure Travel Stac
Plus, don’t forget about 24-hour complimentary room
ey
he
wedding at r boyfriend attending
Now Sapphi
a
service to satisfy any craving any time of the day!
re Rivier
Cancun

a

Savor gourmet international cuisine at the resort’s eight included dining
options and enjoy endless activities that the whole family will love! Relax at one
of the resort’s two swimming pools, unleash your inner wild child with a day at the new
water park, or try out non-motorized water sports.
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At Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun, enjoy free Wi-Fi and free international calling to
the U.S. and Canada by downloading the Unlimited Connectivity app. Stay
connected with your friends and family at home and access schedules of all
events, activities and restaurants on property. You can also learn more about local
destinations and excursions, book spa appointments, housekeeping, order room
service and more from throughout the resort with this free app for your
smartphone, tablet or mobile device.
There is nothing more romantic than celebrating your love with your family and
friends on the stunning beaches of Mexico. Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun is the
perfect backdrop for your destination wedding! With the help of the resort’s
complementary wedding coordinator, every detail will be planned to perfection
with a variety of wedding packages to make your special day yours.
Brentwood Travel’s Supervisor of Leisure Travel, Stacey Hoehne, recently stayed at
Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun for a friend’s destination wedding. “Now Sapphire
Riviera Cancun was such a great getaway. I loved the option of having the
entertainment at the big main pool or relaxing in the adults only Preferred Club
pool. The resort was recently renovated with fabulous Ocean Front Swim Up rooms
that I would definitely splurge for on my next visit!”

Ready to experience UnlimitedLuxury® at Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun with
APPLE VACATIONS? Contact Brentwood Travel to start planning your
getaway today!
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A great photo spot in Cancun

Explore an abundance of ocean wildlife

ACTIVITIES

Azul Beach Resort Riviera Cancun

Located off the pristine coast of the Gulf of Mexico and just south of Cancun lies
FUNJET VACATIONS’ Azul Beach Resort Riviera Cancun, a spectacular
destination for adults and families alike! Choose to do as much or as little as you
want to make the most out of your Karisma Gourmet Inclusive® vacation, meaning
all gourmet meals, premium drinks, elevated service and resort activities are
included during your stay. So, what are you waiting for? Let’s get going!
DINING

Aside from relaxing and unwinding, one of the best parts about any vacation is
access to incredible dining! At Azul Beach Resort Riviera Cancun, conquer the art of
eating well at the six Gourmet Inclusive® restaurants, offering worldly cuisine served
a la carte. Choose between savory steaks, authentic Mexican, classic Caribbean
dishes or hearty Italian. If you don’t feel like heading to the restaurants for dinner,
then you also have the option of 24-hour, in-room dining included with your stay.
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A world of fun and relaxation awaits you at Azul Beach Resort Riviera Cancun!
Learn cooking tips from a world-class Karisma chef and wine expert. Slip on your
dancing shoes so dancing instructors can show you how to salsa and merengue
around the resort. Put on some snorkel gear and check out Riviera Maya’s
cenotes, or natural underground pools. Wake up with some energizing yoga on
the beach. Enjoy a rejuvenating treatment at the Vassa Spa. Or simply chill with a
cocktail as you lounge poolside all day.

FOR KIDS

While at Azul Beach Resort Riviera Cancun, kids of all ages have endless options
to have the vacation of a lifetime. With specific kid’s programs designed for
different age groups, your kids can enjoy exciting activities with or without you!
The Azulitos Kids Program will teach your kids fascinating activities, like planting
herbs in a garden, going on a supervised Eco Scavenger Hunt, creating
sandcastles on the beach and getting involved with local art to learn about a
new culture. There’s also the Azulitos Spa Services, where kids aged 5-17 can have
their own spa retreat, from manicures to facials. Plus, teens aged 13-17 have their
own place to chill at the Extreme Breeze Teens with both indoor and outdoor
activities.

Whether you’re traveling as a family or going for a romantic getaway,
FUNJET VACATIONS’ Azul Beach Resort Riviera Cancun will be able to
provide the perfect vacation. Contact Brentwood Travel to get started!
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Mystery Island, Vanuatu

Casco Viejo - Panama City, Panama

After exploring the bustling local markets in search of fresh fish or artisan
handicrafts, admire the restored Spanish Colonial architecture in Casco Viejo. Or
you can head to the Miraflores Locks and watch one of the modern world’s most
heroic feats of engineering in action.

MYSTERY ISLAND, VANUATU
Enjoy a variety of treatments at Aquamar Spa + Vitality Center

Over the last year OCEANIA CRUISES has gone through a complete makeover to
bring you the most incredible sailing experience. With the launch of OceaniaNEXT,
they took their spectacular fleet and enhanced gathering spaces, staterooms and
amenities. But that wasn’t all that changed. Oceania Cruises also stepped up their
on board wellness program with Aquamar Spa + Vitality Center, expanded their
dining, and also added new exciting ports of call. For upcoming 2021-2022 sailings
in their Tropics & Exotics collection, Oceania Cruises is excited to highlight several
brand-new destinations for you to explore the far corners of the world.
WHITTIER, ALASKA

The small town of Whittier is the gateway to beautiful Prince William Sound as well as
Anchorage, which is only 60 miles away. Established as a secret military outpost during
WWII, Whittier attracts visitors for its unspoiled glaciers and wilderness. A picturesque
train journey to Anchorage along the Alaska Railroad is another fantastic diversion with
awe-inspiring views.

PANAMA CITY, PANAMA

From the vestiges of the original settlement to the modern skyscrapers, experience the
history and culture of one of the Pacific Coast’s oldest inhabited European settlements.
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A tiny, uninhabited island off the coast of Vanuatu’s Aneityum island, Mystery Island
is a remote paradise of white sand beaches, swaying palms and aquamarine
waters. Since the surrounding sea is a protected marine sanctuary, snorkelers will
be enchanted by views of colorful marine life and pristine coral reefs. Aneityum
residents will likely set up market stalls when you visit so you’ll be able to browse for
local goods.

ÎLES DES SAINTES, GUADELOUPE

Comprising of eight small islands, Îles des Saintes is a place where you can be
happy doing absolutely nothing. Whether your agenda consists of seeing a specific
sight like Fort Napoléon, getting active on a hike, or taking a short stroll to a café,
this laid-back locale has got you covered.

PORT ARTHUR (TASMANIA), AUSTRALIA

Port Arthur is home to one of the most famous penal colonies of the UNESCO-listed
Australian Convict Sites. In stark contrast, the spectacular coastal landscapes of
the Tasman Peninsula tower nearly 1,000 feet above white sand beaches and the
Tasman Sea, with breathtaking waterfalls cascading down its cliff sides.

These dazzling ports of call and more are waiting for you to come explore.
To get started, contact Brentwood Travel to book your next Tropics & Exotics
cruise with OCEANIA CRUISES!
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There are seven distinct neighborhoods on each
Oasis Class ship

Symphony of the Seas

On the world’s largest cruise ships, bigger means bolder adventures. ROYAL
CARRIBEAN’s Oasis Class ships— Harmony, Allure, Symphony, and Oasis of the
Seas— bring more action to any vacation. Discover why your next cruise should
be on an Oasis Class ship!
ROYAL AMPLIFIED: THE FUTURE OF ADVENTURE

Royal Caribbean has upped the cruising game with
their Oasis Class ships. Expect epic pool decks with
out-of-this-world water slides and rides, as well as
pools with double the surface area for more places to
soak up the sun. New bars and nightlife hot spots are
the perfect gathering place for a handmade cocktail
once the sun goes down. And Royal Caribbean didn’t
forget about the foodies! You can enjoy just about
any type of cuisine your heart desires on these ships.
From mouthwatering brisket at Portside BBQ℠ to
exotic sushi rolls at Izumi, you can satisfy any craving
while on board.

OASIS CLASS NEIGHBORHOODS

Senior Trav
el
Curry on bo Consultant Ashley
ard Symphon
y of the
Seas

On every Oasis Class ship there are seven distinct neighborhoods filled with actionpacked activities, unreal dining and SO MUCH MORE! At the Royal Promenade you will
find amazing shopping, top-notch restaurants and live musicians.
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Perfect Day at CocoCay

This buzzing, high-energy neighborhood is the place to mix and mingle with your
fellow travelers. The lush gardens full of exotic trees and flowers in Central Park®
provide a zen environment to dine, drink and shop. No night on board is complete
without a trip to Entertainment Place. Listen to live jazz and enjoy a speakeasy
cocktail, laugh it up at the comedy club, or sing your heart out with karaoke at the
‘On Air’ Club. For the kids or the kids-at-heart, the Boardwalk® is the place for you!
Ride the handcrafted wooden carousel and your favorite carnival games along
with kid-friendly dining options and the amphitheater-style AquaTheater.

PERFECT DAY® AT COCOCAY®

You have not had the ultimate vacation until you have visited Perfect Day® at
CocoCay®, Royal Caribbean’s private island! No matter if you want your day to be
action-filled at Thrill Waterpark, with 13 water park slides to keep you busy, or just
relax by utilizing complimentary beach chairs and pool —you will find exactly what
you’re looking for at Perfect Day. Conquer new heights with Daredevil’s Peak, the
tallest slide in North America, enjoy clear skies and powdery sand waiting for you
on Chill Island, or check out the island on a jet ski. For a more luxurious experience,
be sure to rent one of the over-the-water bungalows at the Coco Beach Club—you
have to see to believe how amazing these are!
Senior Travel Consultant Ashley Curry was amazed at the size of the Oasis Class
ships. “When you first look at these ships, you immediately think you’ll be
surrounded by tons of people all the time. I was very surprised to see it was the
total opposite everywhere we went. There are so many areas on the ship to
discover that create different levels of fun or relaxation. The entertainment amazed
me because the space of the ship allowed it to be done on a much grander
scale. I look forward to getting back on board to experience more!”

Ready to experience cruising modernized on a ROYAL CARIBBEAN Oasis
Class Ship? Call Brentwood Travel to start planning your trip today!
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Swim with sttingrays in their natural habitat

Princess Cays® - Princess Cruises’ private island resort

Year-round sailings. Family-friendly fun. A private beach party. State-of-the-art
cruise ships. The question isn’t “Why choose PRINCESS CRUISES for your
Caribbean getaway?”, but “Why not?”! Sun-kissed shores surrounded by the
crystal clear waters of the Caribbean are waiting for you and Princess Cruises can’t
wait to take you there!
Visit the Western Caribbean where you could swim with stingrays in their natural
habitat on Grand Cayman. Explore the Eastern Caribbean to dive into the Scotts Head
Marine Reserve on the island of Dominica, climb thousands of feet in an open-air tram
on the island of St. Lucia, go on a scenic catamaran cruise along the coast of St. Kitts,
or even enjoy a private beach party barbecue on Princess Cays® -Princess Cruises’
private island resort! Each voyage brings the best of the Caribbean to life and it’s up to
you how you explore!

Spend the afternoon on a catamaran

Even when you’re cruising between breathtaking ports of call, Princess Cruises will
bring the excitement of the islands on board to you! With the Rhythm of the
Caribbean program, you’ll be able to savor island cuisine, sip signature cocktails
and engage in authentic regional experiences right on your ship. Get ready to
dance beneath the stars to vibrant island beats at exclusive parties and immerse
yourself in one-of-a-kind, family-friendly activities, like learning about Shark Week
with the Discovery at SEA program from the Discovery Channel™!
Why not enjoy these exciting activities on board a brand-new ship? Princess
Cruises newest additions, Sky Princess and Enchanted Princess, are the best ships
to experience the Caribbean. Each ship is built with Princess Cruises’ state-of-theart technology, MedallionClass™, and they also feature incredible Sky Suites with
the largest balcony at sea, the brand-new jazz theater Take Five, and the Phantom
Bridge Escape Room.

Get your swimsuits, suntan lotion and cocktails ready for an incredible
Caribbean vacation. Contact the experts at Brentwood Travel to reserve
your spot with PRINCESS CRUISES!

With Princess Cruises' More Ashore program, you’ll get more time to enjoy the exciting
destinations you’re visiting at night. Later stays in ports like Aruba, Curaçao, St. Thomas
and Cozumel will allow you a full Caribbean experience, like a fresh-caught seafood
dinner on the beach. And the best part of all of this is you can have these authentic
encounters any time of the year because Princess Cruises sails the Caribbean all year
long.
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Snorkel the crystal-clear waters of Maui

Hawaii is a foodie's paradise

Sway to the beat of authentic Hawaiian music while sipping on a mai tai during this
festive celebration. There’s nowhere else in the world, outside of Hawaii, where you
can find this unique experience.
Explore the Hawaiian Islands on board Norwegian Cruise Line’s Pride of America

Your vacation should be on your schedule. On NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE’s Pride
of America, be in an island state-of-mind any time of the year. Being the only U.S.
flagged cruise ship, you have the flexibility to island-hop around Hawaii whenever
you’d like. Explore five unique ports including O`ahu, Maui, Hilo, Kona and Kaua`i.
OVERNIGHTS = MORE ISLAND TIME

Spend more of your vacation getting to know the
islands. Every 7-day Hawaii cruise includes one or two
overnight stays—giving you more time to explore
either Maui or Kauaì. This means you’ll have nearly 100
hours ashore to ATV through the terrain of the Big
Island, snorkel in the crystal-clear waters of Maui’s
south shore, or get a breathtaking bird’s eye view of
Hawaii with a helicopter tour - the choice is yours!

A TRADITIONAL HAWAIIAN EXPERIENCE

UNLEASH YOUR INNER FOODIE

Take a deep dive into the local delicacies of Hawaii. Try out local favorites such as
Pineapple Beurre Blanc with fresh seafood, papaya with Asian short ribs and a
variety of tropical juices. Did you know that Hawaii is the only U.S. state that grows
coffee? Be sure to try a cup (or a few!) during your time on the islands. Or, try a
food tour in the historical district of Wailuku, which is nestled at the foot of the West
Maui Mountains. Hop between several restaurants to sample Hawaiian specialties
such as hot malasadas, a fried-dough treat that Portuguese sugarcane workers
introduced to Hawaii in the late 19th century; loco moco, is a savory combination of
rice, hamburger patty and brown gravy, topped with a fried egg or two; and
sashimi, a variety of poke bowls and seasoned saimin noodles.

Start planning your Hawaiian adventure today with NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE
and Brentwood Travel!
Senior Trav
Cartier with el Consultant Janine
Hawaii with her husband while in
Norwegian
Cruise Line

A must-do on your Hawaii bucket list must be attending
a traditional luau where you can expect a night full of fun and
entertainment! Gather around a traditional fire pit for a pig roast and continue
into the evening with performances from graceful hulas and energetic fire dancers.
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FREE AT SEA
UP TO FIVE FREE OFFERS*

FREE OPEN BAR*
FREE SPECIALTY DINING*
FREE EXCURSIONS*
FREE WIFI*
FREE KIDS*
*Choices and onboard amenities based on sailing and cabin category.
Restrictions apply.

Call us at 314-439-5700 or visit
Brentwood Travel.com
to begin planning your next adventure!

Be sure to follow us on

